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Abstract

Research summary: Digital transformation is a dominant theme in the global economy, but what it means for established companies remains perplexing for both academics and practitioners. As digital erases familiar geographic, industrial, and organizational boundaries, it has led to simplistic characterizations such as “digital changes everything.” Yet while digital changes some things, others remain the same. Here, we identify three core tensions at the heart of digital transformation—products vs platforms, firms vs ecosystems, and people vs tools—and describe their underlying economics, driving forces, and countervailing forces. These tensions frame a concrete discussion of strategic alternatives for global companies. Overall, we emphasize that digital transformation is not an objective state, but rather a strategic choice by executives from an array of alternatives.

Managerial summary: Digital transformation is a dominant theme in the global economy, but what it means remains perplexing for executives and academics. Pundits claim that “digital changes everything” and that leaders must “disrupt or be disrupted,” but is this really true for established companies serving robust customer needs on the global stage?
Understanding what digital transformation means can be challenging as it breaks down familiar geographic, industrial, and organizational boundaries, creating new opportunities and threats. In this paper, we explore three key tensions at the heart of digital transformation—products vs platforms, firms vs ecosystems, and people vs tools—and enumerate their enabling and constraining forces. Building on these concrete constructs provides effective foundations for formulating digital transformation strategy.
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_The only constant is change_  
Heraclitus

_The more things change, the more things stay the same_  
Jean-Baptiste Alphonse Karr

1 INTRODUCTION

Digital transformation has become a significant theme in global strategy as born-digital firms like Google, Booking.com, Alibaba, and Amazon as well as billion-dollar unicorns like Uber, Pinduoduo, Airbnb, and TikTok have come to dominate the collective imagination. These reinventions of traditional industries, many of which challenge global boundaries, have led to a common belief that digital transformation “changes everything.” The dire warning to incumbents is “disrupt or be disrupted.” This has led some to believe that digital transformation will create a completely new world order—a one-for-one disruption of old by new—as more data, connectivity, and digital intelligence eradicate global boundaries and upend the old industrial order.

But a closer examination of established firms undergoing digital transformation suggests a more complex story. For example, Danish shipper Maersk uses blockchain to do what it did before blockchain, namely to ship more efficiently around the globe. Dutch beverage-company Heineken is using digital transformation to better interact with customers, create products, and compete, but ultimately still makes beer and ships it in trucks (Furr, Garlandt, & Shipilov, 2021). Even in digital frontrunner industries—such as media and travel—where digital players have created significant disruption, many familiar firms coexist and even thrive: The New York Times and Huffington Post coexist while Airbnb has by no means eliminated Marriott. Although many established incumbents have changed in significant ways, their persistence and even prosperity raise questions about whether digital “changes everything.”

In this paper, our goals are to (a) unpack the puzzle of digital transformation for established firms operating on a global stage and (b) offer a related research agenda. These firms are not “born-digital” start-ups (Monaghan, Tippmann, & Coviello, 2020). Rather, they are incumbents...
with legacy operations spanning geographic borders, often at substantial scale. Such firms may be vulnerable to the well-known inertial forces that inhibit adaptation to change. Yet, most are not dinosaurs destined to fail—that is, they can change. Significantly, they typically deliver goods and services for which the underlying customer needs remain relatively stable. Should these firms “change everything” and so imitate the strategies of digital-first icons like Google and Amazon? Or are there other and perhaps better strategies, particularly ones that take advantage of incumbents’ strategic position and existing resources? What inherent tensions arise from the shifting collaborative and competitive landscapes? In other words, what does digital transformation mean for the strategies of most firms?

Charting strategy for digital transformation in such firms is complicated. Part of the challenge is defining digital transformation for a focal firm. We broadly define digital transformation as the adoption of novel strategies and business models that are enabled by a myriad of new information technologies. Others have described digital transformation using abstract constructs like shifts in representation, connectivity, and aggregation (Adner, Puranam, & Zhu, 2019). One reason for resorting to abstraction is that “digital transformation” has different meanings in different industries, and even in different firms within the same industry. Arguably, it may even have different meanings in the same firm. For a global firm that spans geographies, digital transformation depends on many factors like its unique goals (e.g., digital marketing vs creating new markets), access to critical technologies (e.g., 5G mobile connectivity in Europe vs 2G in Africa), and distinct technology architectures in different markets (e.g., United States vs Chinese technology stacks).

Another part of the challenge is coping with the web of technologies underlying digital transformation. At its core, digital transformation is driven by several technology-based forces: exponential growth in computing power, increasingly ubiquitous connectivity, and big data. For example, computing power has grown exponentially relative to cost (Farmer & Lafond, 2016). The iPhone X is as fast as the first Cray supercomputer and the Apple Watch has 2 million times more memory than the first Apple computer. In addition, connectivity is becoming increasingly ubiquitous. In 2000, about 28% of the population in developed countries had “dumb” phones (Tuckel & O’Neill, 2006). Today, virtually everyone has a mobile phone, most of them “smart” with significant data access (ITU, 2021). Finally, big data has arrived—that is, more and more varied data, available more often, and from more sources. Taken together, these technologies enable start-ups like Airbnb and established firms like The New York Times to become digital almost overnight with relatively low investment by using distributed cloud services like Microsoft Azure and Amazon Web Services. Similarly, they enable the Apple watch to perform new tasks such as take a pulse and monitor sleep that were not even contemplated uses for the first Apple computer. Most importantly, these technologies spawn even newer technologies like blockchain and deep learning, each on its own unique developmental S-curve.

A final part of the challenge of charting strategy for digital transformation is its complex strategic implications. Digital transformation can change the possibilities for how value is created and captured. Resource portfolios and defensible positions may give way to network effects, scale economies of software and information, and positive feedback loops driven by ever smarter algorithms. Or as is often more likely, global firms now face both traditional strategic considerations and the new ones of digital transformation. Strategies may become both cooperative and competitive. Further, as Shaheer, Li, and Priem (2020) note, the lines between local and global strategy can blur. As the barriers to connect, transact, and interact among products, companies, industries, and geographies fall, unexpected opportunities can arise and new
ecosystems may emerge. Thus, executives and researchers confront a bewildering buffet of strategic alternatives.

In summary, we argue that digital transformation is not an objective state, but rather a strategic choice from an array of alternatives. Thus, digital transformation will likely look different and be different for different executives, even for those whose firms compete in the same industry or country. That is, executives face charting a concrete strategy for what specifically digital transformation means for their particular firm. Likewise, researchers face the struggle of framing the appropriate research scope, level of analysis, and research questions.

In the next sections, we propose three core tensions that sharpen the strategic alternatives for global firms: products vs platforms, firms vs ecosystems, and people vs tools (see Table 1). We unpack these tensions and provide concrete directions for future research. Thus, we shift away from the first wave of conversation about digital transformation. This wave adopted a technology-centric, “Silicon-Valley” tone with its focus on the disruption of glacial incumbents by brash start-ups a la “Borders versus Amazon” and the upending of the industrial order with startling new technologies. In its place, we offer a more measured, global perspective by looking at what digital transformation looks like around the world, particularly in established companies. Overall, if global strategy is about strategy across boundaries, then digital transformation offers the opportunity to rewrite those boundaries by placing digital transformation at the heart of global strategy.

2 | DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION

2.1 | Tension 1: Products vs platforms

One core tension within digital transformation is products (ie, goods and services) vs platforms. By platforms, we mean intermediaries that facilitate transactions and govern interactions between distinct user groups (Rietveld & Schilling, 2021). Before the emergence of the Internet, most firms competed based on products—for example, tastier beer, cheaper airplane flights, and so on. These products were tied closely to valuable resources like manufacturing assets and defensible positions like cost leadership that could provide competitive advantage. Although platforms like the Grand Bazaar of Istanbul have existed for centuries and platforms have long played a key role in industries like payments and video games (Ackerberg & Gowrisankaran, 2006; Katila, Piezunka, et al., 2022), products have dominated.

However, the emergence of the Internet as a general-purpose technology, followed by advances in telecommunications that brought ubiquitous connectivity (eg, smartphones) and in data generated in exponentially increasing quantities across industries, is shifting the balance toward platforms (Furr & Shipilov, 2019; Ozcan & Yakis-Douglas, 2020). For example, although it was possible to create a ride-sharing business 30 years ago (eg, assemble a list of drivers, post a phone number, and coordinate rides), digital platforms hosted on smartphones that use GPS to track participants, match riders, and drivers, optimize journeys, and facilitate instant billing and feedback have unleashed a massive, latent industry. In fact, more than half of the world’s largest firms generate most of their revenue from platforms (Zhu & Furr, 2016). The Covid-19 pandemic is further accelerating this trend.

The distance-diminishing effects of digital technologies (Autio & Zander, 2016; Manyika et al., 2016; Zaheer & Manrakhan, 2001) can blur the national boundaries for at least some platforms (Stallkamp & Schotter, 2021), bringing countries closer and placing firms on a more
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Products vs platform</th>
<th>Firms vs ecosystems</th>
<th>People vs tools</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tensions</strong></td>
<td>• Competition based on product production vs platforms that match transactions</td>
<td>• Create and capture value independently vs in cooperation within an ecosystem</td>
<td>• Efficiency of tools vs flexibility of people</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Economy of scale vs economy of demand</td>
<td>• Competitive vs cooperative strategy</td>
<td>• People and tools as complements vs substitutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Driving forces</td>
<td>• Network effects</td>
<td>• Need for access to more capabilities</td>
<td>• Improved efficiency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Rich information about users</td>
<td>• Superior integration of complements and components for users</td>
<td>• Enhanced learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Marketplace control</td>
<td>• New ways to perform core activities</td>
<td>• Economies of scale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counter forces</td>
<td>• Local effects</td>
<td>• Co-specialization across borders</td>
<td>• Labor shortages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Lack of a solid product foundation</td>
<td>• Complex products</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Insufficient demand heterogeneity</td>
<td>• Unfamiliar roles and strategies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Unexpected vulnerability to competition</td>
<td>• Inter-firm conflict and potential rigidity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategic implications</td>
<td>• Greater use of platforms, particularly product-based ones</td>
<td>• Greater participation in ecosystems</td>
<td>• Local implementation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>for established</td>
<td>• Strategic choice of create vs join a platform</td>
<td>• System vs component vs bottleneck strategy</td>
<td>• Varied and constraining regulatory regimes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>global firms</td>
<td>• Staged timing to create a platform</td>
<td>• Staged timing to become an orchestrator</td>
<td>• Complex relationship between people and tools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Representative</td>
<td>• How to transform products into platforms?</td>
<td>• Global vs local boundaries for ecosystems?</td>
<td>• Tools rarely a perfect substitute for people</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>research questions</td>
<td>• How do patterns coordinating workflows (eg, B2B) differ from transaction platforms?</td>
<td>• How do firms manage tension between creating and capturing value?</td>
<td>• Societal distortions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Boundary conditions for global platforms and strategies to overcome?</td>
<td>• Facilitators and inhibitors of ecosystem emergence?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
global competitive landscape. Whereas firms have traditionally been geographically or logisti-
cally bound by the resources required to produce their products, platforms relax the tie between
geography and resources, even as other ties like between geography and language remain. To
illustrate, the platform TikTok, created by Chinese company ByteDance, was able to expand to
175 markets, in 75 languages, with over 2 billion downloads in just 4 years (Sherman, 2020).

The tension between products and platforms arises from differences in their underlying eco-
nomics. Products create value for buyers by leveraging primarily internal resources arrayed
along a vertical value chain, which may have different elements in different countries. They
capture value by selling to buyers for a price. Strategy, thus, involves finding product-market fit
in the local context, creating VRIN resources, and establishing a defensible industry position.
Financial success is frequently measured by product profitability. When there are strong scale
economies, valuable resources like brand and technical skills, or steep learning curve advan-
tages, products thrive.

In contrast, platforms create value for both the platform owner and its users by matching
distinct groups (often buyers and sellers) in value-creating transactions (Eisenmann, Parker, &
Van Alstyne, 2006; Gawer & Cusumano, 2008). These transactions create value by leveraging
both the owner’s and the users’ resources. The platform owner then captures some of that value
by charging a transaction fee. Here, strategy is about timing and speed—that is, starting early
and moving quickly to kick start the platform (Zhu & Furr, 2016), which often creates a
winner-takes-all dynamic. Since platforms thrive when they attract more users and generate
more (and more high-value transactions), financial success is often measured by transaction
volume.

Several driving forces of digital transformation increase the attractiveness of platforms rel-
ative to products, beyond the over-simplified allure of being the next Google. First, digital trans-
formation enhances the potential for network effects. That is, digital transformation enables
more and different types of data (thus more users and so better matches) and more ubiquitous
connectivity (thus faster matches from more locations). These factors help to drive the potential
for stronger network effects (Gawer & Cusumano, 2008; Katz & Shapiro, 1994). Cross-side (ie,
indirect) network effects refer to when each group of users (often buyers and sellers) are
attracted to a platform when there are more of the other. As the number of the other grows, the
platform becomes more attractive. Same side (ie, direct) network effects occur when users of
the same type benefit from more similar users. Typically, the most successful platform has more
and stronger network effects. Once a platform becomes dominant in an industry, it can be diffi-
cult to dislodge (given its network effects) without attacking with a new core interaction
(Parker, Van Alstyne, & Choudary, 2016) or leveraging a unique resource-base, such as the
Disney+ challenge to Netflix.

Second, platforms often capture rich information about users (on both sides of the platform)
that is itself valuable beyond the immediate transaction. More information creates more intelli-
gence (ie, matches that become smarter with each learning cycle). Well-known examples of
such positive feedback loops include Google’s increasing dominance in search because of its
many learning cycles and accumulating data. Yet, less well-known examples abound as well.
The Chinese software company Qihoo gave away its anti-virus software for free, triggering the
generation of more learning cycles from more users and ultimately creating dominance over
traditional providers (Zhu & Furr, 2016). More information about users can also provide valu-
able insights into serving customers in novel ways or with new products. For example,
European farm machinery platform Krampf, Chinese agricultural market platform Pinduoduo,
and Italian motorcycle manufacturer Ducati all use sales and customer feedback data from their
online platforms to design new customer interactions and products. The value of platform-generated data can be particularly relevant for B2B platforms, such as a Norwegian-based global shipping platform Veracity. The reason is that these platforms often focus on the coordination of activities and workflows rather than transactions per se. Here, the data generated on the platform can allow better coordination of supply chains, factory workflows, and production activities.

Third, platforms also provide *marketplace control*, allowing the platform-owning firms to shape which complementors can offer products and to develop their own products to fill product categories. For example, Amazon employees’ recent testimonies show how the online retail platform uses data about independent sellers to develop competing products. Zhu and Liu (2018) provide empirical evidence for this pattern, demonstrating that Amazon was more likely to enter third-party seller categories that achieved high revenue, except when those product categories required greater effort to grow. Likewise, for a time, German-based clothing platform Zalando used data on popular styles to create its own private-label clothing. When major brands complained, Zalando discontinued many of its private labels, but also extracted concessions (eg, favorable drop-shipping agreements) from those brands.

While the driving forces are often powerful, there are also *counter forces* to the reach of digital transformation and the dominance of platforms (Autio, Mudambi, & Yoo, 2021). First and foremost, despite the theoretical promise of platform-based firms being capable of surmounting any boundary, *local effects* can still limit platform success. National borders often coincide with discrete changes in language, culture, and regulatory frameworks that limit cross-platform interactions (Beugelsdijk & Mudambi, 2013; Ghemawat, 2003, 2017), thereby limiting network externalities for any given platform (Beugelsdijk & Mudambi, 2013; Chen et al., 2018; Head & Mayer, 2013; Stallkamp & Schotter, 2021). Sometimes these are familiar cultural and linguistic boundaries, which may be one reason why Europe has fewer native platforms compared to the more populous and homogenous nations like the United States and China. Sometimes these boundaries are at the intersection of technology and geography. When Uzunca, Rigtering, and Ozcan (2018) compared the growth of two digital platforms across nations, they found that digital platforms face distinct challenges in developing nations (eg, lack of public infrastructure and legal frameworks to facilitate secure transactions) versus in developed nations (eg, incumbent and regulatory resistance). As a result, they must adopt different strategies (eg, additive versus transformative strategies, respectively) to grow in these different institutional environments (see also Sturgeon, 2021). Finally, regulatory complexity and risk can limit platform growth such as occurred with Facebook’s Libra Initiative (Büge & Ozcan, 2021). They can also affect firms’ global strategies, such as when TikTok had to develop a separate platform for China—Douyin—to accommodate the greater involvement of the Chinese government.

Local effects are a particularly limiting factor for platforms that rely on location-based goods or services (eg, transportation, food delivery, dog walking, and dating; Furr, Shipilov, & Gaarlandt, 2021). Some platforms are less location-dependent because their interactions are either purely digital (eg, peer-to-peer lending and much of social media) or involve physical goods shipped by sellers without platform intervention (eg, eBay and Etsy). However, even these platforms can be affected by physical distance. For example, the likelihood of transactions between users on Twitter, eBay, and various crowdfunding platforms declines as the distance between them increases (Agrawal, Catalini, & Goldfarb, 2015; Burtch, Ghose, & Wattal, 2015; Hortaçsu, Martínez-Jerez, & Douglas, 2009; Takhteyev, Gruzd, & Wellman, 2012).

Local effects may also hinder digital platforms when there are benefits from a physical (retail) sales presence. Using platforms to eliminate retail stores and sell directly to consumers
at higher margins is attractive. However, disintermediating retailers may eliminate the benefits of physical sales (eg, buying experience). When the platform is provided by a controversial third-party like Meta/Facebook, it can also link the focal firm to the questionable reputation of the platform owner. Thus, by weighing short-term profit against the long-term effects on the company, many digital-born players like Warby Parker and Bonobos nonetheless have decided to integrate into physical retail (Furr & Shipilov, 2019).

Second, the firm may lack a solid foundation for a platform. While some firms create platforms from scratch like Airbnb, many firms that successfully form platforms start with superior products to attract users to create platforms (Hagiu & Altman, 2017; Zhu & Furr, 2016). Indeed, icons like Google, Amazon, and Apple began by offering attractive products like superior search (Google), better retail experience (Amazon), and path-breaking functionality (Apple iPhone) and then used this user base to overcome the challenge of attracting users to the platform, mitigating the familiar “chicken and egg” or “penguin” problem of platforms.

For established firms, building a platform on an existing product is a particularly useful entry point. Yet, not every product forms a solid foundation for a platform. Research on turning products into platforms (eg Hagiu & Altman, 2017; Zhu & Furr, 2016) finds that the focal product must first have either a large customer base that can drive rapid growth or third-party sellers that want to reach its customers. Thus, when the user base of a product is small or local, it is unlikely to generate the rapid adoption typically necessary to overcome platform inertia and generate network effects on a global scale (Zhu & Furr, 2016). Finally, when the product is unstable or inferior, it is also unlikely to generate the user adoption necessary to kickstart the network effects underpinning a successful platform (Ott & Eisenhardt, 2020). For example, Taiwan’s HTC is a global pioneer in virtual reality headsets. Yet when the firm attempted to copy Apple’s success with the App Store platform built on the iPhone product, it struggled because virtual reality products were still too unstable. This deterred user adoption and kept complementors from creating enough meaningful applications (Cusumano, Gawer, & Yoffie, 2019).

Third, there may be insufficient demand heterogeneity to generate network effects and make the platform valuable. Demand heterogeneity (ie, a long-tailed distribution that contrasts with task heterogeneity that can limit platform growth) expands the number of potential applications, and so strengthens both value creation and network effects. In contrast, when demand is homogenous (ie, short tail distribution), it may make more sense to create the added goods or services in-house. For example, in their study of US-based Intuit’s adoption of a platform business model, Hagiu and Altman (2017) suggest that demand heterogeneity provides a basis for turning a product into a platform. Specifically, when Intuit executives wanted to expand to a product platform, a critical question was which product would form the foundation of the platform: Quicken (personal finance), Quickbooks (small and medium businesses), or Turbotax (Hagiu & Altman, 2017)? Intuit went with Quickbooks because of heterogeneous users (from plumbers to landscapers), greater scale (5 million users), and greater value creation for third-party apps (different verticals, technical sophistication, and geographic locations). Another example is how Zillow offers an easy-to-use, valuable, and free service that enables heterogeneous prospective home buyers to see a greater diversity of seller homes. Yet Zillow also connects these buyers with diverse services like real estate agents and contractors that Zillow can also monetize. In contrast, platforms focusing only on one or a few products like real estate financing are too much homogeneous (ie, short tail distribution) to create powerful network effects (Parker et al., 2016).
Finally, platforms can be more **vulnerable to competition** than is implied by the popular view of platforms (Knee, 2021). For example, platforms can become locked into specific interactions, leaving themselves vulnerable to the entry of new platforms that offer more valuable core interactions. Ebay lost users to the more focused Etsy that offered specialized services, especially for suppliers on the platform. Instagram successfully competed against a largely laptop-based Facebook by offering mobile photos. Snapchat, in turn, competed against Instagram by offering less permanent interactions (ie, messages that disappear). Although Facebook acquired some of these successful platforms (eg, Instagram) or imitated them (eg, Instagram copied many Snapchat features), new core interactions are still available as illustrated by the rise of the TikTok and Campfire platforms. The potential for diverse core interactions increases across geographic boundaries. For example, despite the fact that Netflix has entered larger geographies by offering local content, telecom firm Digicel, which operates across 33 smaller Caribbean and Pacific islands, has leveraged local content from these geographies to create a competing entertainment platform. Finally, when platforms compete for the same interactions and fail to coordinate, they can diminish the value and even impede platform adoption for all (Ozcan & Santos, 2015). For example, the competition among industrial giants like GE, ABB, and Siemens to create platforms for smart factories has diminished their ability to create and capture value from their platforms.

A key **strategic implication** of digital transformation is to encourage creating or joining a platform as an attractive strategy for global firms. The former demands identifying a valuable core interaction or suitable product to form the basis of the platform (Ott & Eisenhardt, 2020). It then involves designing a simple transaction (with supporting technology), generating network effects (eg, often requiring a “J-curve” of significant upfront investment), and considering both rivals (that may influence the scale of network effects) and geography (that shapes whether the core interaction is repeatable across locations). The latter means coordinating with a platform partner such as by revealing internal data and considering coopetitive dynamics (Brunswicker, Almirall, & Majchrzak, 2019). For example, established firms (eg, banks struggling to leverage their treasure trove of data due to legacy IT infrastructure or cultural misfit) may find that partnering with a platform to jumpstart their digital journey is an effective strategy. As Ozcan and Zachariadis (2021) find, working with BigTech platforms can be a “win-win” strategy for traditional banks that would otherwise face the daunting task of overhauling their IT infrastructure to create a platform.

Creating vs joining a platform also requires attention to short- vs long-run tradeoffs. For small and medium enterprises, partnering with platforms like the Mastercard Farmers Network in Africa or Pinduoduo in China, often leads to benefits over both the short and long run due to access to previously unreachable tools or markets. For large and global firms, however, the benefits of joining rather than creating a platform may be less straightforward. For example, the Toys R Us participation in the Amazon merchant platform in North America facilitated short-term operational gains. Yet, it led to long-term failure for Toys R Us because Amazon gained control over sales data and operations (Knee, 2021). Thus, an attractive strategy for global firms often is to first join a platform to test new markets and platform dynamics quickly, and then launch their own platform. This strategy can also provide the opportunity to extend the focal firm’s platform to the countries where it operates without dependence on a platform partner.

For **research**, the product vs platform tension within digital transformation suggests compelling questions. For example, research has only begun to explore how firms parlay products into platforms (Hagiu & Altman, 2017; Zhu & Furr, 2016). Future research could explore the effectiveness of specific strategies to turn products into platforms in the global context, the
tradeoffs and synergies among different product-platform business models, and the organizational transformation processes that are relevant for adopting a platform. More broadly, research could explore the limits of platforms within global strategy (Autoio et al., 2021; Knee, 2021). For example, when are platforms better for global vs local business (Koo & Eesley, 2021)? Likewise, how do distinctions between within-country and across-country network effects influence major decisions like which foreign markets to enter and whether to pursue a multi-domestic vs global strategy (Stallkamp, Pinkham, Schotter, & Buchel, 2018; Stallkamp & Schotter, 2021)? Finally, there are intriguing platforms that coordinate workflow (eg, healthcare, factories, supply chains, and B2B payments). Research could explore the tension of demand vs task heterogeneity, particularly in these B2B settings where greater task heterogeneity may limit network effects. These are only a few of the critical questions about platforms for international business (IB) scholars to address.

2.2 Tension 2: Firms vs ecosystems

A second tension is firms vs ecosystems. By ecosystem, we mean the set of components and complements that collectively deliver a value proposition to users (Kapoor, 2018). Ecosystems can influence whether and how a firm can capture new market opportunities (Ozcan & Eisenhardt, 2009). Ecosystems can also affect the choice of technology when entering a new industry (Kapoor & Furr, 2015), appropriate allocation of resources to innovative efforts (Ethiraj, 2007), and the relevant strategies and roles that a firm can adopt (Adner & Kapoor, 2010; Furr & Szerb, 2021; Hannah & Eisenhardt, 2018). In the past, firms often operated within a value chain, and prospered with a largely atomistic approach to producing products and services. Now, digital transformation, by lowering costs, increasing connectivity, and facilitating greater modularity along the value chain, shifts the balance from firms’ operating as solo actors toward ecosystems (Sturgeon, 2021; Yoo, Henfridsson, & Lyytinen, 2010). For example, digital interfaces can be embedded in physical devices like French firm Babolat’s connected tennis racket and BMW’s connected car platform. Blockchain can connect previously unconnected industries, such as in Maersk’s global shipping platform (Furr & Shipilov, 2018). Application programming interfaces (APIs) can securely connect databases and functions, for example, allowing fintech firms to connect to larger financial institutions to share data and innovate together (Zachariadis & Ozcan, 2017; Ozcan & Zachariadis, 2021).

The tension between firms and ecosystems largely arises from differences in their underlying economics. Firms create and capture value by relying on a value chain that they mostly control. They may work with suppliers, but not in complicated constellations of firms. Rather, they engage in (often bilateral) alliances when they need to collaborate on specific issues like an R&D project or co-marketing (Davis & Eisenhardt, 2011; Eisenhardt & Schoonhoven, 1996). In contrast, ecosystems create collective value from the contributions of multiple actors. Thus, ecosystems differ from alliances and supply chains because they include a larger set of interdependencies, many of them informal yet necessary to create value for users (Adner, 2017; Jacobides, Cennamo, & Gawer, 2018). Ecosystems may (or may not) overlap with platforms (Gawer, 2014). Regardless, value creation and capture depend on actors outside the focal firm’s boundaries. Collaboration in ecosystems, particularly in the digital world, is more fluid than traditional formal alliances and often based on complements (Casadesus-Masanell & Yoffie, 2007; Ozcan & Yakis-Douglas, 2020). Overall, ecosystems have distinct roles for firms (Furr & Szerb, 2021; Ozcan & Hannah, 2020), have different possible strategies such as bottleneck and system
strategies (Hannah & Eisenhardt, 2018), and create local interdependencies (Burford, Shipilov, & Furr, 2021) that shape value creation and capture.

Several **driving forces** are increasing the relevance of ecosystems relative to the solo firm in the era of digital transformation. First, with more connectivity possible for previously unconnected products and services, firms require an *increasingly large set of capabilities* (Furr, Dyer, & O’Keeffe, 2016; Ozcan & Eisenhardt, 2009). Developing and maintaining a full set of capabilities spanning old industry divides within a single firm is likely to be costly and risky (Furr & Shipilov, 2018). By contrast, working with an ecosystem of collaborators allows firms to spread the cost of delivering goods and services across multiple partners (and countries) while also opening avenues to previously inaccessible capabilities. For example, smartwatches no longer just tell time but rather also provide important health information. Furr and Shipilov (2018) describe how Korea’s Samsung collaborated with “uncommon partners” such as Nestle, IMEC, and over a dozen start-ups and university projects to develop a smart watch/health monitoring device that they hoped would leapfrog the Apple Watch (Sullivan, 2017).

Second, the **superior integration of complementary components** can provide advantages over solo firms. For example, Apple’s orchestration of an ecosystem of complementary components (ie, physical MP3 player device, music management software, and music acquisition) became possible with the digitization of music which allowed the unbundling of albums into individual songs. Apple’s ecosystem enabled it to dominate and capture disproportionate value in the already established market for MP3 players (Eisenhardt & Bingham, 2017). Further, while ecosystem orchestration can be valuable in any industry, it is particularly useful in digital settings because digital products can often be more easily bundled to create advantages than traditional products. For example, one hurdle in Uber’s global expansion into China was that its competitor Didi put WePay and other digital products into its ecosystem. This ecosystem created greater value than Uber’s solo-firm offering. Similarly, ecosystems can help firms introduce integrated digital tools for faster, cheaper, and/or more accessible transactions and interactions. For instance, Mastercard, Transport for London (TfL), and Cubic Transportation Systems (a maker of equipment like subway turnstiles) created an ecosystem to provide contactless payments. This ecosystem enabled over 1 billion contactless trips per year, and saved TfL over 100 M pounds in annual collection expenses (Furr & Shipilov, 2019).

Finally, ecosystems can enable **new ways to perform core activities**, such as through open innovation, communities, and crowdsourcing. For example, Bremner and Eisenhardt (2022) describe how the community organizing form allowed the US civilian drone company 3DR to discover the dominant quadrotor architecture before competitors. Likewise, Lifshitz-Assaf (2018) describes how crowdsourcing led to a breakthrough at NASA that fundamentally challenged the process, boundaries, and even identity of how scientific work is produced inside the US space agency. Similar activities, such as how Netflix opened its recommendation engine to improvement by individuals outside the firm (Lifshitz-Assaf, Tushman, & Lakhani, 2018) and Maersk used blockchain to coordinate shipping supply chains (Furr & Shipilov, 2018) suggest that ecosystems can alter which activities are best performed within the firm.

Yet there are also **counter forces** to participate in ecosystems by global firms. First, although ecosystems can be critical to value creation and capture, they often require co-specialization (Jacobides et al., 2018) which may be difficult to achieve across global boundaries with their different regulatory, technical, and related regimes. For example, global banks looking to build an ecosystem with the most innovative fintechs were hampered by the diverse regulatory regimes of these fintechs (Ozcan & Zachariadis, 2021). Similarly, Furr, Garlandt, and Shipilov (2021) observe that differences between the technical and regulatory regimes in China
and the United States increasingly demand global technology firms to develop separate technology stacks and product teams in the two countries. Finally, data, once viewed as a borderless asset, is increasingly becoming subject to regulatory constraints. This, in turn, requires country-specific ecosystems that are co-specialized to transfer and protect data. An important data-related challenge within global ecosystems is the sharing of data within different coding languages (Ozcan & Zachariadis, 2021).

Second, ecosystems may be less effective for complex products—that is, those products that cannot be readily modularized or standardized around interfaces. In their study of civilian drones, Bremner and Eisenhardt (2022) observe, for instance, that communities excel at solving ambiguous problems such as finding alternative drone architectures and simple (i.e., modular) problems like designing components for DIY drone kits. In contrast, firms like China’s DJI are better at designing complex products like the temperamental drone gimbal. This component required intense coordination by engineers with diverse skills such as mechanical engineering, computer science, and optics—a challenge that proved difficult for 3DR as a global open-source community that operated across countries and languages. Thus, when product development requires extensive coordination and integration, firms as mostly solo independent entities (Bremner & Eisenhardt, 2022) are likely to be most effective (Furr & Shipilov, 2018; Jacobides et al., 2018). This is particularly true under high uncertainty (Furr & Eisenhardt, 2021).

Third, ecosystems involve unfamiliar roles and strategies that may puzzle many executives from established firms. This confusion, in turn, can decrease the perceived value created by the ecosystem for focal firms and thus their willingness to participate (Ozcan & Hannah, 2020). For example, bottlenecks often emerge and limit the performance of the ecosystem system as a whole, and influence which firms are able to capture the most value from the collective value created by the ecosystem (Baldwin, 2015; Jacobides & Tae, 2015; Kapoor, 2018). Moreover, simply understanding that bottlenecks exist is insufficient to capture the value created by the ecosystem because the bottleneck type and its evolution influence the appropriate strategies to create and capture value (Furr, Kapoor, & Eisenhardt, 2021). To illustrate, Hannah and Eisenhardt (2018) describe how different ecosystem strategies require different resources—a “system” strategy requires a broad resource set compared to a “component” strategy, while a “bottleneck strategy” of moving to new bottlenecks as they emerge requires the ability to adapt resources quickly. Likewise, some firms play an architect role in orchestrating the parts of the ecosystem which then affects their ability to capture value (Furr & Szerb, 2021; Ozcan & Eisenhardt, 2009). As Furr and Szerb (2021) describe, firms that are the upstream or downstream architects of the ecosystem for other firms typically gain significant performance advantages.

Fourth, interfirm conflict about how to organize the roles within the ecosystem or divide the created value can inhibit the benefits of ecosystems (Ozcan & Hannah, 2020; Ozcan & Santos, 2015). Sometimes this conflict can even stymie the formation of the ecosystem. For example, Ozcan and Santos (2015) examine the opportunity for a new mobile payments market at the intersection of two traditionally separate global industries: finance and mobile communications. Despite the attractiveness of the collective (and interdependent) opportunity, the relevant firms (i.e., banks and telcos) were unable to cooperate. They had dominant positions in their respective industries and thought mostly in terms of competition (e.g., ownership of the customer), not cooperation. Thus, they were ultimately unable to agree on an ecosystem architecture for their respective roles. In other words, cooperation between these potential complementors proved elusive because they lacked shared incentives and views with respect to the ecosystem’s architecture of roles and division of created value. The result
was that the banks and telcos created a vacuum that BigTech firms like Apple and Google filled. Yet, in contrast, sometimes these conflicts can be resolved. For example, local banks and telcos in the Nordic countries were able to cooperate in developing and deploying payment apps such as Vipps (Norway) and MobilePay (Denmark) that are now widely used for small transactions.

Interfirm conflict can also arise in existing ecosystems. This conflict can foster rigidities that prevent participating firms or even the entire ecosystem from adapting to external changes that disrupt the ecosystem’s roles or power structure. For example, in studying the response of advertising ecosystems to the rise of social media platforms, Ozcan and Hannah (2020) find that in the face of technological change, ecosystem orchestrating firms understood that they needed to restructure the ecosystem. Yet, high-power ecosystem partners blocked the addition of the new social media providers to the ecosystem, which caused delayed and inferior adoption of new media technologies. Such interfirm conflict can also limit ecosystem adaptation to regulatory changes or regulatory differences between countries.

Digital transformation often involves joining or even orchestrating an ecosystem that adds new collaborative sources of value creation. Thus, a major strategic implication of digital transformation is to enhance the relevance of ecosystems as an attractive strategy for global firms by speeding the pace and lowering the costs of coordination. Effective ecosystem strategy depends on bringing together relevant members, creating interfaces such as among product components and coaligning the incentives of ecosystem members such that everyone gains from the collective effort (Brunswicker et al., 2019). It also depends on a common understanding of each member’s role and strategy. A key strategic choice is whether to pursue a component, system, or bottleneck strategy (Hannah & Eisenhardt, 2018). As noted above, each of these strategies has unique resource demands, risks, and opportunities. Another key strategic choice is whether to be an orchestrator of the ecosystem, a costly and complex task (Furr & Shipilov, 2018). Orchestrators define the relevant ecosystem architecture and convince others to join (Adner, 2021; Ozcan & Eisenhardt, 2009). They also clarify boundaries and their own role (Ozcan & Hannah, 2020) as well as ensure adequate value creation and distribution of that value to incentivize long-term participation (Jacobides et al., 2018). Orchestrating an ecosystem that has both global and local elements further adds to the complexity of this role. Cross-country differences, for example, in value chains, competitive landscape, or regulations may require a local ecosystem rather than a global one. As in the case of platforms, it may be an effective strategy to join an existing ecosystem early on, but then later orchestrate an ecosystem in countries where the focal firm has a strong operating presence.

Regarding ecosystem research, compelling questions remain unanswered. For example, although the existence of ecosystem orchestrators (Furr & Shipilov, 2018) and keystone firms (Jacobides & Tae, 2015; Williamson & De Meyer, 2012) is known, many of their features remain unclear. What are their tactics? What tensions do they spark? Their specific influence on ecosystem emergence and evolution is also under-studied. What are the organizational, legal, and procedural mechanisms that facilitate vs impede cooperation from participants (Brunswicker et al., 2019)? What is the right balance to induce participation, but also gain value? These questions provide a rich territory for research (Furr & Shipilov, 2020), and become more complicated (and interesting) when cross-country differences are added to the puzzle. For example, what are best practices for managing ecosystems with both global and local elements? Another significant avenue for future research is to explore how ecosystems might form across national boundaries in order to address critical global issues like climate change and pandemics. Do such ecosystems follow the same evolutionary patterns as ecosystems centered on economic
issues? These and more possibilities suggest the rich range of research opportunities for studying global ecosystems that emerge from digital transformation.

2.3 Tension 3: People vs tools

A third core tension within digital transformation is people vs tools. Indeed, digital tools are at the very center of our collective conceptualization of digital transformation. By digital tools, we mean software-based applications and algorithms that perform specific tasks. These tools, particularly algorithms, are increasingly able to mimic and even exceed sophisticated human capabilities like pattern recognition and learning. Digital tools include data analytics, machine learning, blockchain, and related technologies that constitute a force often described as “disruptive substitution of humans by algorithms.” But digital tools can also be applications that facilitate activities. Examples include applications like GitHub, Jira, Slack, Trello, Declaree, and Udemy. As an illustration, French unicorn Alan, the first new insurance company in 35 years in France, uses GitHub Discussions to enable asynchronous, transparent decision with the goal of eliminating time and location constraints imposed by meetings.

Yet, despite the promise of digital tools, a path forward, especially for established incumbents, remains foggy. As an illustration, a recent Forbes Insights CXO survey reveals that three out of four top executives declared AI a core component of their digital transformation plans. However, only 11% said their companies have begun implementing an enterprise-wide strategy, and only 2% had serious “data governance” processes in place (Forbes, 2021). Yet, effective application of digital tools is very dependent on data quality. Thus, the delta between the rhetoric of digital tools and the reality remains significant.

The tension between people and digital tools partially arises from differences in their underlying economics. People are mostly non-scale free variable costs. So when a firm grows, its costs grow with it in a roughly linear relationship. This ongoing relationship affects the pace of growth and the underlying capital requirements to fuel that growth. In addition, since people can leave firms, it is critical to continually attract and retain them. In contrast, digital tools are largely scale-free. That is, their costs are primarily the fixed costs of software. So while the development of digital tools is often expensive, their marginal costs are very low. This cost relationship means that firms become increasingly profitable as their revenues grow. Further, digital tools offer 24x7 availability without complaints. They do not leave, ask for wage increases, require motivation, and—for global firms—speak different languages. Thus, the frictions of the employment relationship are avoided.

There are several driving forces behind the attractiveness of digital tools relative to people that collectively improve processes, enhance products, and lower costs. First, digital tools improve efficiency including error and cost reductions. Digital tools excel at activities such as rule execution, repeated operations, and optimization. For instance, AI is helping governments to respond more efficiently to the thousands of citizen messages that they receive daily. They do so by analyzing text and automating responses, and by employing sentiment analysis on the changing priorities and reactions of the public. Tools like predictive machine learning, a subcategory of AI, and automated A/B testing are also improving the decision processes of managers. Likewise, blockchain-based applications like digital IDs and currency can provide more efficient and reliable transactions, contracts, and activities. Digital tools can improve the efficiency of processes such that products are made more cheaply with better quality. For instance, the German industrial firm Bosch first used cameras to detect potentially defective parts on a
production line, and then humans to re-inspect the same images. The result was that 5%-10% of parts were still defective in the field. By introducing an AI model between the camera and humans, Bosch created a learning loop that reduced the percentage of parts needing re-inspection to 0.5% and the overall defect rate in the field to effectively 0% (Kapoor, 2019).

Digital tools not only improve the efficiency of processes, but they also can improve both processes and products through enhanced learning. Automated internal processes and digital platforms to connect to consumers allow increased “datafication” which, through AI, enable firms to learn from their own processes and customers. For example, US-based Nike offered free access to its Nike Run Club and Nike Training Club platforms during the Covid-19 pandemic. The result was a major increase in available data (10×) about where Nike’s most loyal customers lived, what types of workouts they preferred, and which products they used on a daily basis. These data helped the company to make informed strategic decisions about where to build its physical branches, as well as how to stock its shelves and customize product advertisements (Greenwood, 2021).

Using large data sets (ie, big data) that would overwhelm human cognitive processing, AI tools excel at identifying patterns and optimizing on identified parameters. These tools can be used in digital marketing such as to identify micro-segments, provide more targeted messaging, and identify new customers. For example, Harley Davidson dealerships used machine learning to identify characteristics of the riders who bought their motorcycles, match those characteristics with data about non-customers, and then run hundreds of A/B tests to identify the most effective ways to message these likely customers. The result was a reported three-fold increase in sales at one dealership (Power, 2017). Such tools become particularly powerful when algorithms can become “smarter” with increasing volume, enabling learning advantages that are hard to imitate.

Digital tools also enhance learning by helping firms to identify new opportunities for better products. For example, airlines often discover advantageous flight routes by identifying customer behaviors hidden in their data. To meet consumer demand for faster transactions, PayPal merged historically separate internal units that addressed regulatory compliance and payments requirements to create a new unit organized around a novel digital process for instantaneous transactions (Goldberg, 2020). Using digital tools to redesign its products, Mastercard developed a blockchain-based platform, Provenance, to satisfy customer demand for transparency about the sources of goods (eg, seafood products) that are often fraudulently labeled or sourced (Moore, 2020). Similarly, UnionBank of the Philippines built a blockchain platform to connect rural, underserved banks with the country’s financial system. This provided services for the 70% of Filipinos who remain unbanked or underbanked (Bloomberg, 2019). As these examples suggest, digital tools can help firms develop better products to fit the needs of existing and potential customers.

Digital tools can also enhance learning across traditional organizational and geographic boundaries. For example, a major global beverage manufacturer is aggregating historically separate geographic markets based on one of three archetypes (ie, direct to wholesaler, direct to retailer, and indirect to wholesaler/retailer) and then transacting with these markets using digital interfaces that allow data collection and learning across geographies (Furr, Garlandt, & Shipilov, 2021). Using data in one geographic market, manufacturers can better predict changes in other markets and prepare products in anticipation of shifting consumer demands (Gaarlandt, 2021).

A final driving force toward digital tools is economies of scale. As described earlier, digital tools are often primarily comprised of fixed costs. As the number of transactions increases, the
cost per unit decreases. Thus, the very attractive scale economies of digital tools are a critical driving force for their adoption. For example, Tidhar, Hallen, and Eisenhardt (2022) find that firms that aggressively adopt AI reach profitability faster and require less capital to grow than firms that continue to make substantial investments in people but not digital tools. This driving force is likely to be particularly strong in winner-takes-all markets such as those with strong network effects like marketplaces and those with low variable costs like software. Economies of scale are also likely to be important when there are labor shortages that drive up the costs of employing people.

While the driving forces to adopt digital tools are compelling, several counter forces exist. These influence how established firms address the tension between tools and people. First, digital tools often require local implementation. Furr et al. (2021) suggest three forces pushing for localization: business model, physical/technical infrastructure, and customer journeys. Specifically, they suggest that repeat-transaction business models, like retail, tend to require greater localization than low-touch business models like subscription. This is particularly true for business models where relationships matter (eg, business-to-business transactions), or where emotions (eg, trust) play a significant role. Furthermore, when firms depend more on physical infrastructure (eg, manufacturing and distributing high “weight to price” products that cannot be shipped easily or cheaply) or technology infrastructures (eg, 5G vs 2G networks), then localization is often critical. Finally, if customer journeys are different across geographies, then there is often a need to localize digital tools. For example, in their study of Uber’s entry into different geographic markets, Uzunca et al. (2018) found that Uber needed to adjust its algorithms in developing countries such as Egypt to add features to address local issues like journey-tracking by family members to ensure women’s safety.

Second, differences in regulatory regimes often constrain the globalization of digital tools. For example, the General Data Protection Regulation in Europe creates significant constraints on how firms acquire, store and use data. These constraints, in turn, have required changes in the use of digital tools and data that have led to localization of digital tools and negative performance implications for firms (Burford et al., 2021). Likewise, digital tools are often data-dependent in ways that conflict with customers’ privacy concerns and so may slow cross-sector growth (Agrawal, Gans, & Goldfarb, 2018). Such constraints can even lead to the failure of digital tools. Recent work by Büge and Ozcan (2021) explains how Facebook’s cryptocurrency initiative (Libra) largely failed to scale globally due to regulatory resistance in various countries. Moreover, as regulators become increasingly sensitive to the size and monopolistic tendencies of large technology giants, regulatory regimes will likely become a stronger counterforce to the globalization of digital tools. An illustration is the recent US pushback against Chinese companies like Huawei and TikTok.

A third counterforce is the complex relationship between humans and their use of digital tools (Sull & Eisenhardt, 2015). Sometimes this is familiar resistance to change (Burgelman, 1994; Huff, Huff, & Thomas, 1992; Rajagopalan & Spreitzer, 1996; Sull, Tedlow, & Rosenbloom, 1997). Sometimes it is a matter of investment in the human capability to use tools. For example, Brynjolfsson et al. (2021) find that predictive analytics tools are more effective in manufacturing plants where firms invested in a better skilled workforce and a high-efficiency production process. But at other times, the relationship between people and tools is more nuanced. For example, Glaeser, Hillis, Kim, Kominers, and Luca (2021) describe how restaurant inspectors continued to prefer their own intuition over the more accurate advice of algorithms, regardless of whether that advice was simple or complicated. Similarly, Tong et al. (2021) describe resistance among younger employees to being “supervised” by algorithms, but
not among more experienced employees. Finally, sometimes this counter force has more to do with infrastructure than people. Ozcan and Zachariadis (2021) observe that many established UK banks were simply not able to adopt AI-based tools since their legacy IT infrastructures depended on an assortment of coding languages from different decades.

Fourth, digital tools are rarely perfect substitutes for people. As early AI researcher Hans Moravec argued, machines tend to excel at activities that people do not, such as spotting patterns in large data sets and following instructions exactly. By contrast, humans excel at tacit behaviors such as sensor motor activities and intuitive leaps. Thus, while some tasks are clearly at risk of substitution by digital tools (especially simple and repeated tasks), many other tasks are unlikely to be fully completed using digital tools (Acemoglu, Autor, Hazell, & Restrepo, 2020). For example, Cao, Jiang, Wang, and Yang (2021) built an AI analyst to analyze financial information for investment decisions. The authors find that people and tools have complementary capabilities: Humans outperform AI when contextual information matters while AI outperforms people when the information is voluminous, transparent, and high-dimensional. Yet this initial AI advantage declined over time as humans were able to absorb more information. The authors predict that ultimately digital tools like AI for high-skill professionals will be complements to people rather than substitutes (Cao et al., 2021). Similarly, Agrawal et al. (2018) argue that a combination of digital tools and people has the highest success rate in ambiguous, novel, or holistic settings like cancer detection. These authors underscore a “human in the loop” relationship that will likely characterize the future in which the primary uses of digital tools are people and tools, not people or tools.

Finally, digital tools can amplify or even generate societal distortions in ways that are a strong counterforce to their use. For example, while some tout gig-work platforms like Uber as a global free-lancing platform that empowers workers, others emphasize their short and long-term problems that are disempowering a generation of workers who have downgraded their careers without the benefits of full-time employment (Möhlmann & Henfridsson, 2019). Digital tools can also amplify biases. As an illustration, Amazon discovered that artificial intelligence tools used in HR tended to reinforce prior gender biases in hiring. This occurred even when gender-identifying factors such as differences in language usage between men vs women or gaps in working careers due to maternity were explicitly suppressed (Kodiyan, 2019).

A key strategic implication of digital transformation is to increase the relevance of digital tools as an attractive global strategy. These tools are particularly germane when firms have substantial data, repeated processes, or compete in winner-takes-all markets. Yet digital tools have other strategic implications as well. An important one is the value of geographic consolidation as a global strategy to gain economies of skill. By economies of skill, we refer to crossing geographic boundaries in order to gain the benefits of agglomerating digital talent in one or perhaps a few geographies in order to accelerate learning and specialization. Anecdotal evidence suggests that when individuals are concentrated in a single geographic location, people working on digital technologies are able to learn more quickly from each other and specialize more effectively than when they were spread across multiple geographies (Furr, Shipilov, & Gaarlandt, 2021). For example, global travel platform Booking.com purposely concentrates their technical talent in the Netherlands to benefit from economies of skill.

Similarly, there are technical economies of scale that also affect local vs global strategy tradeoffs for using digital tools. For example, a single technical backbone with customization at the nodes is a well-established network design principle known as “end-to-end” design that allows efficiency and flexibility. As the ubiquitous connectivity of the cloud improves, firms can increasingly operate a simple technical backbone from a central operating unit, hosted on the
cloud, and with customization at the nodes (e.g., country) level. Major digital-born players like Amazon, Uber, and others employ such global technology backbones with customization at the nodes. But non-digital natives, by contrast, often start with local legacy systems which require hard choices and tradeoffs about where and how to compete.

Another strategic implication is the value of learning lessons about digital tools across geographies. While such cross-geography learning is often important (Shaheer et al., 2020), it can take on a unique character for digital tools. For example, it can be valuable to pay attention to both leading and lagging markets for the implementation of digital tools. In fact, some of the most interesting innovations come from countries like Kenya, where digital technologies leapfrog intermediary technologies. Thus, lagging markets are often different from leading markets with regard to digital transformation, and so should be neither ignored nor assumed easy to digitize.

The tension between tools and people also offers a wide range of research opportunities. For example, the driving forces for digital tools have often been anecdotally observed, but not systematically studied. Research could unpack the scale, scope, and boundary conditions for each of these driving forces generally, but also particularly for established firms operating across geographic boundaries. For example, what are the pros and cons of companies like Booking.com locating technical talent in a single location? What are the boundary conditions of centralization vs localization? If learning and innovation often benefit from heterogeneity, when do the benefits to diversity (and what kinds of diversity) outweigh the benefits of centralization? Considering the organizational resistance to digital tools, can firms adopt already familiar organization change processes to accompany the integration of new digital tools, as suggested by Furr et al. (2019), or are new processes needed?

Likewise, research could unpack the counter forces in the tension between people and tools. What forces encourage people to adopt digital tools? What role do negative emotions like fear of irrelevance and even replacement play in this adoption (Kim & Norton, 2019)? Can technologies like sentiment analysis help? Finally, a useful research direction is to probe how organizations can create strategies not only for but also with digital tools. For example, firms are starting to compose shareholder reports to be read by AI rather than humans (Cao, Jiang, Yang, & Zhang, 2020). What are the implications of such usage for firm strategy and performance?

3 | CONCLUSION

Digital transformation fundamentally challenges the boundaries of activities, industries, and geographies. Thus, it presents a significant paradigmatic shift for global strategy. Yet digital transformation does not entirely remove boundaries—that is, the future is not one of massive, scale-free monopolists that disrupt whole swaths of global industries. Instead, digital transformation sometimes rewrites boundaries such as with the scaling of digital platforms. Yet at other times, digital transformation retains familiar boundaries such as the cultural, linguistic, and regulatory limits to digital platforms. To understand digital transformation, it is essential to move beyond the over-simplified rhetoric of disruption toward the underlying economics and forces and counter forces that frame both critical strategic tradeoffs and future research questions.

Viewed properly, digital transformation is a broad and complex phenomenon that does not fit easily into any given theory. Thus, one challenge is simply defining what digital transformation means in order to create traction for both strategic choice and research. In addition, major
technological advances—exponential growth in computing power, greater ubiquity of connectivity, and big data—are creating a web of technologies that underlie digital transformation, such as AI and blockchain, further complicating the understanding of digital transformation. A third challenge is that digital transformation has its own economics and strategic implications that can differ from those of traditional strategies that rely on resource portfolios and defensible positions. Our central argument is that digital transformation is not an objective state, but rather a strategic choice by executives among an array of alternatives with potentially multi-final outcomes. Thus, digital transformation may mean something different across geographies, industries, competitors, or even within the same firm.

To understand digital transformation more deeply requires disaggregating it into tractable constructs and well-defined tradeoffs, while also retaining an appreciation for its systemic complexity. As a first step, we identify three core tensions at the heart of digital transformation—products vs platforms, firms vs ecosystems, and people vs tools. These tensions frame a concrete discussion of strategic alternatives for global companies in the era of digital transformation. For each tension, we articulate the driving forces toward digital transformation (ie, toward platforms, ecosystems, and tools) and their counter forces (ie, toward products, solo firms and people; Table 1). These tensions delineate both a clear foundation for executives to form global strategy and a rich terrain for researchers to tackle related research questions.

In contrast to the common view of “the world disrupted by start-ups,” we emphasize the continued relevance of established companies that serve diverse customer needs, the possibility of multi-finality in strategic choices, and the complementarity between traditional strategies and the strategies of digital transformation. Marriott can coexist with Airbnb just as Carrefour can coexist beside Amazon. These core tensions warn against simplistic claims such as “data is the new oil” and “platforms are eating the world”. For example, although some promote platforms as scale-free organizing forms that violate all known strategy rules, a closer examination of actual platform firms suggests a remarkably linear relationship between employees and revenue, albeit with a different intercept or slope than non-platform firms. These tensions also warn against considering only the upsides of digital transformation while neglecting its downsides. For example, after global fashion brand LVMH bought German footwear company Birkenstock, the development of direct-to-consumer e-commerce promised higher margins. Yet e-commerce also risked losing LVMH’s vaunted global network of independent retailers.

These three core tensions also offer an agenda for research. As the technologies of digital transformation like AI, block chain, and virtual/augmented reality mature, they present new strategy choices for classic research questions like the optimal boundaries of the firm, the strategic value of core capabilities, and the creation and capture of value. Paired with these strategy choices are questions surrounding organizing form and innovation processes. For example, while digital transformation often requires changing organizational processes (Furr et al., 2019), what are the implications for organizing form? How do digital tools support the growing popularity of non-hierarchical organizing forms like small, agile teams at the Dutch bank ING? Likewise, how might digital tools tap into the “collective intelligence” of firms in ways previously impossible (Eisenhardt et al., 2020), such as French-insurer Alan’s use of digital tools to enable transparent, asynchronous operations? Research on digital transformation might also consider novel innovation processes to solve different types of product problems (Bremner & Eisenhardt, 2022) and so stay at an evolving frontier (Furr, 2019).

In some ways, charting a global strategy for digital transformation is familiar. Although it involves developing strategies (and business models) that are enabled by dazzling new technologies, strategy formation comes back to understanding the core tensions, their driving forces and
counter forces, and the focal firm’s unique position vis-à-vis other players in its markets. Moreover, as much as digital transformation introduces new possibilities, many of the fundamentals of strategy remain: What are the sources of competitive advantage? How can the firm repurpose those sources to create new advantages? And how can the firm be sufficiently agile to capture waves of incoming opportunities (Eisenhardt & Bingham, 2017; Eisenhardt, Bingham, & Furr, 2011).

Yet in other ways, charting a global strategy for digital transformation is new. For example, Furr and Eisenhardt (2021) describe the increasing relevance of the strategy creation view—that is, a strategic perspective that is appropriate for conditions of high uncertainty such as occurring in nascent and transforming markets. These are the very markets that digital transformation often ignites. In contrast with the traditional resource-based and industry-structure perspectives, strategy creation emphasizes learning, strategic thinking, and shaping markets, rather than leveraging resources and erecting barriers to entry. Ozcan and Yakis-Douglas (2020) also emphasize a similar shift away from traditional competitive strategy perspectives, but toward collaborative strategies. They ask leaders of global firms to question whether their strategies are additive to their local environment, cooperative with their ecosystem partners, and open to various stakeholders. Although collaborative strategies are not new, digital transformation likely fosters particularly rich blends of collaborative and competitive strategies.

In this paper, our goals were to (a) unpack the puzzle of digital transformation for established firms operating on a global stage and (b) offer a related research agenda. We attempted to offer a more realistic, multi-faceted, and global perspective on digital transformation by looking at what digital transformation looks like around the world, particularly in established companies. If global strategy is about strategy across boundaries, then digital transformation offers the potential to rewrite those boundaries by placing digital transformation at the heart of global strategy. More broadly, digital transformation provides compelling opportunities for both global companies and academic researchers to explore what digital transformation really means for the strategies of most companies.

ENDNOTES

1 By information technology, we mean the broad definition of using computers to gather, store, and manipulate information or data and not the narrower definition of information systems.

2 Datafication is the transformation of previously invisible process/activity into quantified data, thus allowing for real-time tracking and predictive analysis (Mayer-Schonberger & Cukier, 2013).
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